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ACTION ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACTION(s)

Consider authorizing issuance of a Request for Proposals for installation of small air
conditioning units for the operator area on some Van Hool Buses.

BACKG ROUND/RATIONALE

Currently, about 70 percent of the District's buses have air conditioning systems that were
installed by the bus manufacturers during production. The percentage of non-air conditioned
buses will continue to decline as newer air conditioned buses are purchased to replace older
buses without air conditioning. Based on the District's current bus replacement schedule, the
District is expected to have a 100 percent air conditioned fleet by the end of 2020.

Due to complaints about operator working conditions when peak temperatures occur during
hotter summer months, the District worked closely with the California Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (CALOSHA) to develop a comprehensive plan that outlines and fulfills
several key objectives to address the prevention of possible heat illness for District bus
operators, including:
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District commitment that all future bus purchases will be ordered with air conditioning to
replace older buses without air conditioning

District commitment for all buses to include provisions to support water bottle storage and
requirement for all operators to be provided with a District supplied water bottle

District commitment to evaluate the potential for retrofitting some of the older buses with
systems to reduce the temperature in the operator's area.

In 2016, the District initiated a comprehensive analysis of two potential options for reducing
the temperature in the operator's area for buses without air conditioning units, and two non-air
conditioned 30-foot Van Hool buses were modified to evaluate the effectiveness of a small air

conditioning unit to cool the operator's area/or and the installation of Thermoguard heat
management glass.

After installation of the small rooftop mounted air conditioning unit and Thermoguard heat
management glass, the effectiveness of the two systems were compared to a baseline bus
without air conditioning by an evaluation team consisting of ATU employees and District safety
and technicalservices staff. The evaluation included the recording of quantitative temperature
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measurements that compared the interior temperatures on all three buses. After the testing
was completed, a survey was also provided to allparticipants in the test for their evaluation of
the effectiveness of each system compared to the baseline bus.

The evaluation concluded that the most effective option for reducing the temperature in the
operator area is with the installation of a small air conditioning unit. Both the quantitative
readings and survey results from the evaluation team supported the installation of the smallair
conditioning unit over the Thermoguard glass if funding was not available for installation of
both options, since the temperature readings throughout the bus with an operator air
conditioning unit showed that it was the most effective at reducing temperatures and provides
the best protection from heat exposure for the operator.

Based on the cost of the small air conditioning unit tested and the funding allocated in the
District capital budget, staff estimates that up to fifty Van Hool buses could be retrofitted with
the smallair conditioning unit.

Based upon the evaluation, staff is recommending the installation of the small rooftop air
conditioning system to cool the operator's area on some 30-foot and 60-foot Van Hotel buses
that currently don't have air conditioning.

Staff recommends the District commence the solicitation process a soon as possible to allow
some installations prior to the summer months. A team of three internal stakeholders, one

project manager and one external evaluator will select the best proposal using an evaluation

criteria weighted 25% on technical merit and feasibility to manage the project; 30% on the
timetable for delivery and bus operator environmental benefits; 25% warranty coverage and
project support, and 20% on pricing.

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

This project willbe funded using $800,000 dollars allocated in the District Capitalbudget

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

The advantages for this project would be the improvement in the working environment for bus
operators that would occur by providing cool air flow from the small air conditioning unit
during summer months.

The disadvantages of not taking any action would be the possibility of occurrences of operator
heat related illness that could occur during the hot summer months and potential fines that
could occur from CALOSHA if operators experienced heat related illness.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

Severalalternatives were considered to help mitigate operator heat illness during spikes in hot
weather.
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Retrofitting the bus with an Original Equipment Manufacturer(OEM) Air Conditioning System

The OEM system would be identicalto the air conditioning systems installed on newer Van Hoof
series 5100/1200/2200 air conditioned buses currently in service. Quotes from venders to
installa complete bus air conditioning system were in excess of$40,000 for each of the smaller
30-foot and 40-foot Van Hool buses and in excess of $90,000 for each of the larger 60-foot Van
Hool buses. Based on the available funding, the installation of these OEM air conditioning
systems would only allow for a smallfraction of the buses to be modified to coolthe operator's
area. Therefore, staff determined that this option was not feasible for providing the most
benefit for ou r operators.

Installation of Heat Management Passenger Window Glass

The removal of existing passenger window glass and installation of Thermoguard heat
management glass was performed and evaluated on one Van Hood 30-foot bus without air
conditioning. During the evaluation, the Thermoguard glass improved the effect of direct
sunlight on passengers but provided limited improvement in lowering overall passenger and
operator area temperatures. The cost for installing the Thermoguard glass is approximately
$10,612 on a 30-foot bus and approximately $21,224 for each 60-foot bus, which is slightly
higher than the cost of the rooftop operator air conditioning system on the 30-foot buses and
over twice the cost on a 60-foot bus.

Installation of both the Small Air Conditioning Unit and Heat Management Passenger
Windows

Based on the available funding, the installation of both the small air conditioning unit for the
operator's area and installation of heat management passenger windows would result in at
least a 50 percent reduction in the buses that could be modified to cool the operator's area.
Therefore, staff determined that this option was not feasible for providing the most benefit for
our operators.

Purchase new buses with Air Conditioning

The District has bus replacement plans that include the purchase of buses with air conditioning
to replace older non-air conditioned buses. However, since many of the buses without air
conditioning do not meet the 12-year or 500,000 mile retirement eligibility thresholds, grant
funding for replacement buses would not be available at this time to purchase additionalbuses.

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

Staff Report 07-063a Consider Approving the Installation of Air Conditioning on Buses
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ATTACHMENTS

1. Van Hool Heat Study Report

Approved by:

Reviewed by:

James D. Pachan, Chief Operating Officer

James D. Pachan, Chief Operating Officer
Denise C. Standridge, GeneralCounsel
Claudia Allen, Chief FinancialOfficer
Jon Medwin, Procurement and Materials Director
Steven Keller, Director of Safety Security and Training
Stuart Hoff man, TechnicalServices ManagerPrepared by:
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Comparing the E#ectiveness
of Modifications Made on

Van Hoo1 30's Buses to Reduce Heat

TOPICS

il PURPOSE

,!L EVENT SUMMARY

{I REPORT OF FINDINGS

REPORT DISTRIBUTION

> JAMES D. PACHAN, CHIEF OPERATIONS OFFICER

> STEVEN KELLER, DIRECTOR OF SAFETY SECURITY NAD TRAINING

> SAL LLAMAS, MANAGER OF MAINTENANCE

SAFE'W DEPARTM ENT

OCTOBER 21. 2016
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Purpose

The purpose of this study is to scientifically determine which modification recently installed on the two
30' VanHool buses is most effective at reducing the heat experienced by the driver and the passengers.

Event Overview

On October 21, 2016 at 1:00pm the Safety Department, Technical Services, Transportation

Superintendents, Maintenance Superintendents, the Director of Maintenance, members of the Safety
Committee and members of ATU management participated in the over the road heat study designed to

determine which bus modification was the best in reducing heat for the drivers and the passengers.

The study comprised of three 30' 5000 series VanHoolbuses; one with no modifications used as a baseline

comparison to the two modified buses; one with air conditioning unit located in the driver's compartment;

and a bus outfitted with heat -reflective tinted windows throughout the bus.

Allparticipants were required to rotate from bus to bus on a time schedule while driven along a route in

Fremont. Fremont was chosen as the test ground because it is the hottest region of AC Transit's service

jurisdiction and would depict the worst conditions for exposure to heat by employees dnd passengers.

Once each participant finished riding on allthe buses, they were required to fallout an evaluation form

and give their opinion regarding whether the modifications made a difference in reducing the heat with
each bus, and if so, which one created the best result.

A scientific analyzation of the heat experienced on each bus was captured through the use of a wet bulb

meter, which had an accreted calibration conducted mid-year 2016 to ensure the accuracy of the readings.
The meter analyzes the amount of radiant heat, evaporation rate, ambient temperature and then applies

a mathematicalcomputation to illustrate the amount of heat exposure experienced by an employee while

working. The results of each computation recorded on the three buses were then compared to each other

to determine the percentage of change in internaltemperature the operator and passengers are exposed

to when operating or riding the buses.

During the study the wet bulb meter was strategically placed next to the driver and in the center of the

bus's passenger seating area for 25 minutes per bus. The front door was opened a nd closed at every coach

stop and the passenger windows were left closed to help simulate the conditions experienced by an

operator and passengers.

Report Findings

In summary, the evaluation team using the provided questionnaire ranked the air conditioned bus as the
best in providing operator comfort, although noting that the system had little to no improvement for the

riding passengers. The evaluation team ranked the bus with the Thermoguard glass less effective as it

helped to reduce the direct heat exposure from the sun on the passengers but noticed little overall

improvement for the bus passengerand operatorarea. The majority of the evaluation team feltthat both

the air conditioning and Thermoguard modifications would be best if combined together although, when
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given the choice to choose only one modification due to the Districts budgetary constraints most
evaluation team members selected the air conditioning option.

In addition to the evaluation team findings, the results of the heat reduction study illustrated that the air
conditioning system located in the driver's compartment on bus 5050 stayed cooler than any other bus.
The air conditioned bus reduced heat 14% better than the tinted window bus(5051) and 28% better
than the baseline bus that did not have any modifications.

The chart below shows the actualtemperatures taken during the study illustrated in both Celsius and
Fahrenheit and then compares each of the results with the tinted window bus, the non-modified
baseline bus and to ambient outside temperatures.

Chart: Temperature comparison between the three test buses used in the heat
reduction study

Conclusion

The quantitative readings and the responses from the evaluation team showed that when
selecting only one option for the 30' VanHoolbus heat reduction, the bus outfitted with a driver's
air conditioning unit was the most effective at reducing temperatures and provides the best
protection from exposure to heat to both the operator and the passengers.
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Modification

being
Compared

Drivers

compartment

Air
Conditioned
v.s. Tint

23.0c (or 73.4f)
v.s. 26.7c (or
80. If)

Air
Conditioned
v.s. Baseline

23.0c (or 73.4fl
v.s. 29.8c (or
85.6f)
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